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Erin Jansen is considered a Web pioneer. As co-creator of NetLingo.com, a popular Internet Dictionary on the Web, Ms. Jansen manages and markets the award-winning publication. Voted two years in a row by PC Magazine as a "Top 100 Web Site" and reviewed in The New York Times, MSNBC, Fortune magazine, Reader's Digest, USA Today, People magazine, and many other publications, she has grown NetLingo.com to cult status and is credited with creating an industry standard targeted to new users and Internet professionals.

Based on user feedback and popular demand, she published NetLingo.com in print, "NetLingo The Internet Dictionary". The book is available in Barnes & Noble Bookstores nationwide and it is distributed to the wholesale, retail and trade markets; it is also for sale directly to the public on NetLingo.com, as are various electronic versions of the Dictionary. Erin's mission is "To educate and entertain people worldwide about the language of the Internet."
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